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Abstract

Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) has been consid
ered for applications in medical, healthcare and sports
fields. Although there are several protocols for wireless
personal area networks, specific features and reliability
requirements in WBAN bring new challenges in protocol
design. An appropriate control scheme in the MAC layer
can make a significant improvement in network perform
ance. Based on traffic priority and prior knowledge this
paper proposes a game theoretical framework to smartly
control access in contention period and contention free
period as defined in IEEE 802.15.6 standard. The coordi
nator controls access probability of contention period
based on users' priority in CSMAICA and allocates suit
able slots with strategies for best payoff based on link
states in guaranteed time slots (GTS). The simulation re
sults show the improved performance especially in heavily
loaded channel condition when the optimal control mode
is applied.
1 Introduction

Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) has raised interest
in many areas, such as: medical scenarios, healthcare cen
tres, sports fields and so on. Although there are several
standards for wireless personal area networks, they are not
adequate to satisfy WBANs' high reliability, energy effi
ciency and other specific features. IEEE 802.15 Task
Group 6 designs a short range and low power wireless
communication standard on, in or around body area [ I].
The perfonnance of this protocol is evaluated by many
researchers. Yufei Wang evaluated the proposal under
WiFi/Bluetooth interference in medical multi-parameter
monitoring [2]. Ullah, S analyzed the throughput and de
lay performance of the IEEE 802.15.6 [3]. Actually the
standard just outlines the basic elements to ensure interop
erability and leaves open questions for appropriate control
at the MAC layer [4]. Successful systems are highly de
pendent on the characteristics of applications and need to
be adaptive with a dynamical control and configuration.
So it is still necessary and essential to develop an optimal
method for better performance.
In IEEE 802.15.6 protocol contention period and con
tention free period are defmed in Medium Access Control

(MAC) layer. Contention access applies CSMAICA for
narrowband while contention free access uses scheduled
access with guaranteed time slots. Collisions are asso
ciated with the channel access probability, which is de
cided by the back off algorithm on contention window in
CSMA/CA. Avoiding collisions is a prior issue in design
ing MAC protocol because it is critical to improve system
performance. There is a wealth of research to concern this
issue. Shih, Kuei-Ping proposes an adaptive range-based
power control MAC protocol to prevent collision [5].
Fang designs two collision-free access schemes with op
timal long-run throughput [6]. The contention free access
uses guaranteed slots to obtain scheduled uplink, down
link, and bi-link allocations. But it still leaves questions
on efficient allocation and there is limited research on this
issue. Beside CSMA/CA, for scheduled access scheme
(GTS) traffic priority and prior knowledge of the network
status can be used for optimization. So an appropriate con
trol scheme in the MAC layer can make a significant
progress in performance.
In this paper we propose a novel game theory framework
for collision avoidance and slots allocation in WBANs.
Game theory is a mathematic method to study the interac
tions between several decision-makers who have conflicts
or common interest. A game model comprises a set of
players, which choose their actions in each period of the
game to maximize that period's expected payoff. Payoff
usually represents profit, quantity, "utility," or other con
tinuous measures or simply illustrates the desirable out
comes. Game theory has been used in communication
protocol for better payoff, for example: throughput, laten
cy, energy and so on. R. Machado surveys the use of game
theory to solve the problems of energy efficiency, security
and pursuit-evasion games in sensor networks [7].
The rest of this paper is organized as following: Section
2 briefly introduces the MAC protocol and user priority of
IEEE 802.15.6. Section 3 describes the game model of
CSMA/CA with the definition of utility function, strate
gies and Nash Equilibrium for better payoff. Section 4
illustrates the game model of scheduled allocation. Sec
tion 5 presents the simulation and explains results. Section
6 makes a conclusion.
2 Overview of MAC Layer in IEEE 802.15.6
2.1 Access Mechanisms

In 802.15.6 the access mechanisms are divided into three
categories: 1) Random access mechanism, which uses
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doubled for an even number of failures (when the node
fails to receive an acknowledgement or group acknowled-

either CSMA/CA or a slotted Aloha procedure for re
source allocation; 2) Improvised and unscheduled access,
which uses unscheduled polling/posting for resource allo
cation; 3) Scheduled access and variants (connection
oriented contention-free access), which schedules the allo
cation of slots in one or multiple upcoming superframes,
also called I-periodic or m-periodic allocations.
CSMA/CA and scheduled allocation of guaranteed time
slots are widely accepted in applications. But the default
configuration does not capture the real situation and beha
vior for high quality of service. Based on the perceived
network cognitive knowledge and traffic priority, we ap
ply game theory models to dynamically control these two
mechanisms for high reliability and better performance.

gement) until it reaches CWmax The back-off algorithm in
•

CSMA/CA just tries to avoid collisions, but could not
remove it all. The UPs in [EEE 802.15.6 indicate the
priorities for access to the medium but this protocol only
simply set the contention window. [t is necessary to adjust
back-off time dynamically by a constrained optimization
method.
3.2 Random Access Game Model

A game model is proposed in random access by control
ling the back off time. We consider a body area network
with n wireless nodes, which always have a frame to
transmit and are synchronized to support the contention
based mechanism in IEEE 802.15.6. A coordinator or any
nodes may obtain contended allocations in EAP (Exclu
sive Access Phase) 1 and EAP2 if it requires the transmis
sion of data frames. A non-cooperative game model is
used for access control. The non-cooperation game re
flects a competitive situation where every player needs to
take its decision independently of other players, giving the
possible choices of other players and their effect on the
players' utilities.
Definition 1: A general random access game G is defmed

2.2 User Priority

In 802.15.6 user priority (UP) values, which can be refe
renced in prioritizing medium access of data and man
agement type frames, will be determined based on the
designation of traffic according to Table 1. So there are
eight priority values for different traffic types.
3 Game Theory Model in CSMAICA
3.1 CSMAICA Scheme

We design our access scheme based on the CSMA/CA
standard, which applies the Random back-off time algo
rithm to reduce the probability of collisions. Each node in
the network can sense the channel before transmitting the
data packet. Sensing the channel means to monitor the
status of channel whether it is clear or busy. If the channel
is clear, it means no other node is transmitting at this time.
If the channel is clear, then the expected packet is sent. If
the channel is busy, the node waits for a randomly period
of time, and then checks again to see if the channel is clear.
This waiting period is called back--off time and counted
down by a back-off counter. A node sets its back-off
counter to a random integer number uniformly distributed
over the interval [1, CW] where CW is called contention
window and CW

E

[ CWmin, CWmaJ. The value of CW

IS

Table 1. User priority mapping.
User Priority

Traffic designation

Frame type

o

Background

Data

Best effort

Data

2

Excellent effort

Data

3

Video

Data

4

Voice

Data

5

Controlled load

Data/management

6

Media data/network control

Data/management

7

Emergency/medical event report

Data

as a triple G={N,(SJiEN,(VJicN}' where N={ I, ... ,n}
is the finite set of players, Si is the available strategies
and

Vi

is the utility function to evaluate the payoff. In our

analysis N represents wireless nodes in the body area net
work. Choosing the contention window is the strategy that
every node uses. The payoff is the throughput, which is an
important measurement to evaluate the performance. It is
denoted as the average fraction of time that the radio
channel takes to successfully carry packets.
Since we assume that a player's object is to maximize
his throughput (and we assume he always has a packet to
send), he will tend to use the full channel capacity. We
make use of the same model as Bianchi to estimate the
throughput in a two-dimensional Markov chain of m back
off stages [ 8]. A transition takes place upon collision to a
higher stage or successful transmission to the first stage
respectively.
Assumption: Nodes (sensors) are players in this game
and all nodes make their decision simultaneously. The
utility function (throughput) of node i is defined as:

Vi = P,i X L x A ,

(1)

where A is a normalization constant to convert to bps, L is
the payload, P'i is the probability that any node success
fully transmit in contention period. The strategy can be
choosing contention window which is related to the access
probability. The successful access probability of node i is
defined in as:
(2)
where Ti is the access probability of node i. [t depends on
the contention window CW as in (3):
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'i =2/(CW; + 1) .

(3)

cation slot time has commenced.
Using scheduled access can avoid collisions but it is not
Considering users' priority the contention window is flexible so the optimal scheduling techniques are stillne
multiplied by the priority factor 17i ' we use normalized cessary. Unsuitable allocation can cause the loss of bal
values with respect to each sensor's specific constraints ance. At certain situation some users' resources may be
and get:
redundant for their QoS while other users' requirements
may
not be guaranteed. In worst case emergency data
(4)
have to wait in a long queue and eventually fail to transmit.
In a complete access game one of the most important It is a challenge to choose an adaptive slot allocation
problems is the solution of Nash Equilibrium, which is a scheme to increase the reliability and efficiency. Usually
state of non-cooperative game where no player can im users want to obtain sufficient slots for a large amount of
prove its utility by changing its strategy, if other players data but a divisible resource is shared by all nodes. If the
maintain their current strategies.
allocated slots cannot meet QoS the coordinator should
Definition 2: The vector s' is a Nash Equilibrium if adjust slots in an optimal method.
Prior knowledge or cognitive knowledge is the status of
Vi E K V Sj E Sj' uJs; ,§..�J? UJSi ,§..�J . A Nash equili
every member in network from hardware level to protocol
brium Sf* is a nontrivial equilibrium if s; meets stack and can provide the information of QoS. Combined
with game-theoretic mechanisms cognitive knowledge can
�Uj (s; , S�j) =0, Vi E K So a necessary condition for a be useful to optimize the multi-users slots allocation prob
8pj
lem. With the observed link state, a dynamic slots alloca
local maximum existing is:
tion game scheme is designed in our research to model
users'
competition and be services-dependant. In the scheme,
'ljCW;2
8
8
I -1 =0. (5 )
(
__u, (S," , s:,) =__[
y ]
the coordinator calculates a solution for an optimal policy,
8CW,
8CW, 'liCW; + I 'liCW; + I
which is the action of maximum profit.
Here the profit is the system throughput Set) of the su
Now there are two solutions: CW; = L1/ 17i J and
perframe t is given by the ratio of the average length of
CW; =L (2 n-1)/17, J, L J means the floor integer value successfully allocated payload in GTS slots to the average
because the contention window should not be decimal. length of time in Equation (6):
The individual utility of each sensor depends on the strat
P,(t)xLp1 x'n xN"
egies of selecting a set of windows to maximize the utility
(6)
Set) =
QLatency + T,
of a system.
1) For first solution when it is emergency situation we
where Ps(t)
1
Pbreak(t), Pbreak(t) is the ratio of
set 17i 1 and the CW; 1. It means the access probabilibreakdown packets, Lpl is the length of payload of each
ty is 'i 1 and this node capture the whole channel. At data packet, Tn is the number of data packets in one slot,
that time this node reaches the maximum throughput and Nts is the number of superframe slots. QLatency is the
others nodes' throughputs are zero. This strategy can be queuing latency, which is related to the allocated slots for
used for special situation because only one node gets posi each node, and Ts is the transmission time in slots.
tive payoff and other nodes sacrifice their payoff. But it is
unfair for all nodes in the whole network at normal situa
4.2 Scheduled Access Game Model
tion.
2) When we choose CW; = L (2 n-1)/17i J, the solution As discussed in section 3, a scheduled access game G is
defined as a triple set G={N,(S')iEN,(uJiEN}. Total
can bring a fair distribution and the system can acquire
optimal configuration. In association with the amount of amount of available slots shared among N players is de
nodes in a network every node gets the maximum availa noted as B, the coordinator determines slots as strategies
ble access probability with orderly back-off time and to acquire maximum payoff of throughput. User i's utility
avoids collisions. This solution is more appropriate in function of payoff is defined as:
=

=

-

=

=

normal operation.

(7)

f(Si) represents the basic throughput, which is a in

4 Game Theory Model in Scheduled Access
4.1 Scheduled Allocation Mechanism

IEEE 802.1 5.6 defines the scheduled allocation access
(Contention free) with two modes: I-periodic where de
vices exchange frames with the coordinator in every su
perframe or m-periodic where devices and the coordinator
exchange frames every m superframes allowing the device
to sleep between transfers. In scheduled access mechan
ism devices can start their transfer when the reserved allo-

creasing, nonnegative function of node's slots.

gc

is the

compensation function associated with the services satis
faction in (8) when the total slots is lower than the maxi
mum available slots.

peS,) is a parameter to determine slots, PB is the actual
packets breakdown of node i, Ej is the maximum ac-
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cepted packets breakdown in required QoS. If

PBj :::; Ej , it

Packets:
125() ,------;---,

means the allocated slots meet the QoS and the compensa
tion function doesn't work with

1200

Otherwise the coordinate

115()

p(sJmax {O,PBj (t)-Ej } =° .

will trigger the compensation function as
p(s;)max{O,PBJt)-Ei} =p(sJ[PBJt)-Ej]

and allo

]

1000
950

:/

to one player. For the

whole network U' =arg max L [f(s J+gc(Sj)] , U* is the
Nash equilibrium when players obtain the best strategies
with given slots. The constraint is the total slots are less
than B.
4.3 Procedure of the Game
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Figure 1. Throughput of nodes in contention access.
Packets Received Per Node

In a star network, all N nodes send data to the coordinator,
which is the data sink. Firstly, the coordinator allocates
slots according to basic requirements. Then it observes
network status and acquires information. If the QoS is not
good, such as the amount of breakdown packets is higher
than a threshold the coordinator implements the game to
change slots allocation. The game process continues until
the system reaches the equilibrium point of the best payoff
or the maximum amount of slots. A dynamic and adaptive
scheduling technique can increase the throughput by re
ducing packets failure and delay.
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5 Simulation and Analysis

The optimal access control models are verified by simula
tions with the open source simulator Castalia 3.2. The
network topology is assumed as a star structure because it
is common in WEAN. All nodes send data packets (128
bytesl packet) to one coordinator. The wireless transceiv
ers operate in 2.4 GHz band with data rate of 1024 kbps.
Receiver sensitivity is -87 dBm and the transmit power is
-} ° dB. Payoff is defined as throughput in the game the
ory scheme.
Firstly we compare the payoff between the proposed
optimal model and a random mechanism of CSMA/CA. In
this simulation, five sensor nodes send data to one coordi
nator at different data rate (2 5 packets, 50 packets and 100
packets per second). As shown in Figure 1 nodes achieve
more throughputs by using the new mechanism with game
theory (shown as optimal) than the random mechanism
(shown as standard).
Figure 2 shows that with the smallest contention win
dow the payoff of Node 5 increases substantially because
of its highest priority at the sacrifice of other nodes. Fur
thermore, the throughput obtained by each node in optimal
model increases monotonically when the traffic load is
high while throughputs of some nodes decrease due to
collisions in standard model.
Then we apply the game algorithm to one coordinator
and fourteen nodes in a star network. As shown in Figure 3

j//

105()

optimal slots vector is written as s' , then the solution is

[

-- ----------- ---------- -

1100

cate more slots to obtain best payoff. User i's optimization
problem in the game would be: max [f(s J+gc(s J]. The
Vj* =arg max f(s j*)+gc(Sj*)

)'r---

node1

nodel

node3

node4

nodeS

Figure 2. Packets of 5 nodes in contention access.

players (such as node 12, 14 and etc.) with high priority
and small contention window receive better payoff when
other nodes use large contention windows.
The observation can be explained as following: when
the system works at high data rate or many nodes, the
amount of nodes competing for access at a certain time
may be large and new nodes continuously enter the set of
competing nodes. Therefore heavily traffic load causes
more collisions. The optimal model can adjust the conten
tion window to reduce the collision and improve the
whole system throughput.
Then we explore the performance of scheduled access
game in a network of one coordinator and ten nodes at
different data rate (20 packets, 50 packets and 100 packets
per second) when the standard allocation can't meet the
QoS. Here the packets breakdown is observed at the MAC
layer as criteria to trigger the game theory scheme. When
the amount of dropped packets is higher than the maxi
mum accepted number, the coordinator schedules the slots
until it reaches the Nash equilibrium with best strategies,
which means more slots are allocated for high throughput.
Figure 4 shows the total throughput of scheduled
access with optimal control and standard control. When
allocated slots are not enough at high speed the throughput
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Figure 5. Breakdown packets in two schemes at 3 rates.

14 nodes in contention access.

of WBAN in applications. For example: cooperation of
nodes in the network, a dynamic model with considering
more cognitive knowledge, intelligent control of sche
duled and improvised access for high efficiency services
and better resource utilization. These issues will be consi
dered in the future research.
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